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Abstract: A major challenge in materials engineering is the development of new materials and methods
and/or novel combination of existing ones, all fostering innovation. For that reason, this study aims
at the synergy between low-pressure cold spray (LPCS) as a tool for coating deposition and sol-gel
technique for fabrication of the feedstock powder. The complementarity of both methods is important
for the examined topic. On one side, the LPCS being automized and quick mean provides the
solid-state of feedstock material in nondestructive conditions and hence the hydrophobicity imparted
on the sol-gel route is preserved. On the other side, the sol-gel synthesis enables the production of
oxide materials with enhanced deformability due to amorphous form which supports the anchoring
while LPCS spraying. In the paper, several aspects including optimal fluoroalkylsilane (FOTS)
concentration or substrate roughness are examined initially for altering the superhydrophobicity
of produced coatings. Further, it is shown that the appropriate optimization of feedstock powder,
being submicron silica matrices covered with two-layer FOTS sheath, may facilitate the anchoring
process, support roughening the substrate or cause enhancement the coating hydrophobicity. All the
discussion is supported by the characteristics including surface morphology, wettability and thermal
behaviour examined by electron microscopy, water contact angle measurements and thermal analysis
(TGA/DSC), respectively. The coatings presented in the paper are characterized by an uneven
thickness of up to a few silica particles, but final hydrophobicity is provided uniformly on the surface
by the formation of multi-level roughness by a detachment of outer layer from the SiO2 particles. Thus,
the presented approach constitutes a simple and fast solution for the fabrication of functionalized
coatings using LPCS including industrial potential and fundamental research character.

Keywords: low-pressure cold spray; hydrophobic coatings; thin SiO2 cold sprayed coatings; silica
modification with FOTS; multi-level roughness

1. Introduction

Innovation practice contributes to global activity in science and industry by the development of
new engineering solutions and altering the already existing ones. In this aspect, the fairly new cold
spray technique [1], 2001, accounts its extreme popularity for the relative simplicity of the concept and
optional automation which can be successfully utilized for adapting to new materials and methods.

Starting with methods, typical cold spray (CS) systems are low-pressure cold spray (LPCS) and
high-pressure cold spray (HPCS) which differ in generated pressures and velocities [2,3]. Distinct
spraying variants, such as vacuum cold spray (VCS) whether pulsed gas dynamic spray (PGDS),
may differ in construction of nozzle, powder injection system, gas and protective atmosphere applied,
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heating capabilities and position of the heater, portability level, presence of additional systems for
limiting the wear of nozzle or proper agglomeration assistance [2–4]. What all of them have in common is
lacking in feedstock material melting [1–5], which is unique among other thermal spraying technologies.
New variations of CS technique are introduced in order to expand the range of feedstock materials
and substrates [2–4] and thus the range of applications. Alongside this, the deposition sequence for
composite coatings is often being discussed [6] and more and more frequently mathematical models
are prepared to assist experimental data [7–10]. All these activities are aimed at the development of
cold spray. This great potential of CS is well illustrated on the example of the LPCS, employed in the
paper, which was initially invented to produce coatings made of metals with low melting point and low
mechanical strength (e.g., zinc, aluminium, copper) [1–3]. As the method developed, higher-strength
metals and alloys were also deposited basing on the crystal grain refinement. Then, polymer coatings
were formed due to application of lower velocities (about 100 m·s−1) and finally, even ceramic materials
were employed [11–15] which was possible due to particle fragmentation and particle interlocking.
However, attempts to deposit conventional (hard and brittle) ceramics are still not common which is
mainly caused by the lack of understanding of the bonding mechanism nature.

An overview of the literature indicates the application of ceramic materials to be tempting due to
the completely different features offered when compared to metals [2–4]. It is enough to name the
aerospace industry and gas turbine market where low density, good corrosion resistance, and high
strength at high temperatures are undoubtedly the main advantages of ceramic materials. In this
context, the prospect of using the LPCS method for functional ceramics coatings spraying is even more
attractive due to a number of unique properties of metal oxides including semiconducting, magnetic,
electric, catalytic, or biological [15,16]. Functional coatings can interact with a number of specific
chemical stimuli such as the presence of water, or physical stimuli such as temperature, magnetic field,
or light. A distinct feature of the metal oxides is the strong dependence of their properties on crystal
structure and stoichiometry and therefore the low-pressure cold spray method seems to be particularly
predisposed to the production of such coatings [2,3]. The LPCS minimizing the heat input can preserve
or guarantee the desired materials behaviour. For this reason, the purpose of this article is to join the
promising trend of increasing the potential of the LPCS method by demonstrating the ability to spray
functional oxide coating. The coating described in the paper exhibits superhydrophobic properties,
so its applications go far beyond the conventional range of applications of the cold-spray method.
At the same time, this increases the range of methods used for superhydrophobic coatings production.

Superhydrophobic surfaces (SHS) are actively studied across a wide range of applications
and industries. As a rule, with the unique water-repelling feature of these surfaces, their use
is associated with the ability to reduce wear of metal surfaces due to corrosion in the aquatic
environment [16–19]. Superhydrophobic surfaces can minimize the interaction between metal substrates
and corrosive substances and provide better anti-corrosion properties by reduction of contact time
with water [16–18,20,21]. Often it facilitates self-cleaning potential taking advantage of low water
adhesion [16,18,19,22–24]. Recent studies in biomedicine demonstrate that also the adhesion of medias
containing blood, cells, or protein is hampered for SHS, which prevent their adsorption due to air
entrapping on the solid-liquid interference. This air layer decreases the total area available for protein
binding and as a result, such materials can be used for biofouling-colonization of submerged surfaces
by microorganisms such as bacteria. In such a manner, bacterial growth on SHS can be inhibited and
control cell proliferation is possible [25]. Additionally, the differences in wettability of materials can be
employed for “Lab-on-a-Chip” medical diagnostics to promote selective deposition of molecules or
cells or the movement of fluid from one area to another [26–29]. All these biomedical applications are
considered to be the most promising for superhydrophobic materials.

Numerous applications of SHS leads to a wide variety of methods for their production,
among which, according to the authors’ knowledge, the LPCS technique is missing until now.
In this work, great emphasis is put on the appropriate optimization of the feedstock powder to face
the challenge [30,31]. In the majority of papers devoted to spraying ceramic materials [5,15,32–38],
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the agglomeration of the feedstock powder was recognized as the factor of utmost importance
for successful ceramic coating formation. It was also reported that not only the size but also the
bonding character of individual agglomerates is significant for proper anchoring to the substrate.
In case of high-temperature pre-treatment of feedstock powder typically applied for ceramics, such as
sintering, the binding of separate particles chemically and physically is observed. However, it is
chemical diffusion which plays the predominant role which finally leads to solid-state neck formation
characterized by high binding energy [2,13]. For soft non-sintered agglomerates, the binding energy of
individual particles is much lower because the particles are joined by purely physical interactions [39],
for instance through a suitable liquid binder. The weak liquid-bridge forces liable for the creation of
soft agglomerates assist easy fracture upon the impact. Therefore, it is believed that only so-called soft
agglomerates are preferred to be sprayed using the LPCS method [40,41]. Soft agglomerates network
can be achieved either by adding a suitable binder to the powder [30,32,35] or by using a fresh sol-gel
powder [13]. It has been shown very recently that organic liquid substances remained after the sol-gel
synthesis act as binders responsible and sufficient for agglomeration [13]. However, the properties of
as-prepared coatings are considered rather low post-treatment including heat or mechanical treatment
are suggested [11,15,42,43]. The possibility of a potential repair may be also advantageous [42–45].
However, it is worth emphasizing that in the case of superhydrophobic coating analyzed in this work,
mechanical strength does not dominate over its functionality.

Driven by the concept to ensure high functionality and considering that only soft agglomerates
are preferred to be deposited using the LPCS method [13], the use of the sol-gel method to optimize
feedstock powder seems to be an obvious solution. First of all, the functionality of feedstock powder
may be easily achieved on the sol-gel route, because carefully planned synthesis may provide the set of
new, programmable features. Unlike the utilization of ready-made powders with properties ensured
by the manufacturer, simple SiO2-chemistry design [21,30,39,46–52] enables for adding functionalities
with hydrophobicity as a leading example in this paper. Secondly, the hydrophobic surface must
have two important parameters: adequate roughness and low free surface energy [6]. In order to
ensure the appropriate roughness, the easiest way is to change the morphology of the substrate,
but such solution (e.g., etching) is not always feasible and often brings the inherent risk of substrate
damage [53]. In this work, it was decided to obtain the desired roughness profile by adjusting the shape
and size of cold sprayed particles [49,54–59]. Low surface energy was ensured by appropriate chemical
functionalization of these particles [30,50,60]. All these important powder parameters, i.e., required
size, shape, and functionality of particles were achieved thanks to the adaptation of the sol-gel method
for the feedstock powder production. Sol-gel SiO2 matrices utilized in this work offer significant
change of surface roughness while maintaining low toxicity, chemical inertness, controllable size,
thermal and environmental stability, optical transparency, and biocompatibility. The high hydrophobic
potential was ensured on the sol-gel route by utilization of fluoroalkylsilane (FOTS) functionalizing
agent for modification of SiO2 feedstock powder [22,30,52]. This paper shows that the conditions of
spraying minimizing the heat input do not cause the decomposition of FOTS and as a result, they allow
the desired materials behaviour to be preserved.

The approach presented in this work not only extends the range of materials used so far for LPCS
spraying but it also changes the purpose of the powder itself. For the first time, the powder is not only
used for desired coating production, but it also allows for obtaining the appropriate surface roughness
necessary to maintain functionality. Moreover, this roughness is obtained not only by former substrate
roughness and powder particles deposited on the substrate but also by particles reflected from the
substrate surface, leaving submicron dents and forming multi-level roughness. Great importance for
further development of LPCS technology can also be seen in a new approach to the thickness of the
cold-spray coating. This work shows that LPCS may be used for obtaining thin coatings (of submicron
thickness), which despite relatively low thickness provide the continuity of the functionality.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Powders Synthesis

The fluorinated silica spheres were prepared using the one-pot method in a similar manner as
described by Jasiorski et al. [61]. The first step involved receiving a colloidal suspension of the silica
particles which were acquired by the Stöber method basing on hydrolysis and condensation of 3.1 mL
of tetraethoxysilane (TEOS, Si(OC2H5)4, 98%, Alfa Aesar, Haverhill, MA, USA) in a mixture with 42 mL
of ethanol (C2H5OH, 96%, Avantor Performance Materials Poland S.A., Gliwice, Poland) and distilled
water. Aqueous ammonia solution (NH3(aq), 25%, Avantor Performance Materials Poland S.A.) was
used as a catalyst to initiate the reaction. The solution was mixed using a magnetic stirrer for 2 h at
room temperature. In the second step, 0.15 mL of triethoxy(1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluoro-1-octyl)silane
(FOTS, C14H19F13O3Si, 98%, Sigma Aldrich Sp. z o.o., Poznan, Poland) was added to the solution and
stirring was continued for a further 1 h. Then as-prepared particles were dried at room temperature to
finally obtain a white powder, denoted SiO2–F. The simplified scheme of the synthesis is provided in
Supplementary Materials (Figure S1).

Remark: It is worth of emphasizing that at first the series of powders containing the FOTS in
volumes 0.00 and 0.10 to 0.30 mL (differing by 0.05) was prepared to investigate the influence on the
final hydrophobicity of coatings. The powder containing 0.15 mL of FOTS was chosen for further
evaluation. The effect of the increasing volume of functionalizing reagent FOTS on the hydrophobicity
of the coatings was shown in Supplementary Materials (Figure S2).

2.2. Substrates Preparation and Spraying Parameters

Substrate materials were plates of aluminium alloy AA1350 (99.5%) with dimensions of 20 mm ×
20 mm × 7 mm. The substrates surface was activated by sandblasting under a pressure of 0.6 MPa
using alumina sand-Al2O3 particles of irregular (crashed) shape and size of 350 µm.

The coatings were then sprayed using DYMET 413 (Obninsk Center for Powder Spraying, Obninsk,
Russia). Air with a pressure of 0.5 MPa and a temperature of 600 ◦C was used as a working gas.
Spray distance was set to 10 mm and manipulator traverse speed to 5 mm/s.

2.3. Characterization Methods

The morphology, microstructure, and elemental composition of powders and coatings were
analysed using scanning electron microscopy (S-3400 N, Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan) and ultra-high
resolution field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM, Nova NanoSEM 230, FEI, Hillsboro,
OR, USA) both equipped with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) detectors. The examination
of individual particles of feedstock powder was possible using high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (CM-20 SuperTwin, Philips, Amsterdam, The Netherlands). The particle size distribution
histogram was determined using ImageJ software (version 1.52r) on the basis of SEM pictures.

Thermogravimetric analysis and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC/TGA STA 449 F1 Jupiter
instrument, Netzsch, Selb, Germany) were performed on the SiO2–F feedstock powder at a heating
rate of 5 K·min−1.

Contact angle measurements were carried out with a droplet volume of about 2 µL to minimize the
gravitational effects using a goniometer (Surftens Universal, OEG GmbH, Frankfurt (Oder), Germany)
with manual dosing unit and angle precision of ±0.5◦ in the indoor conditions. The static contact angle
values were measured at least six times and the averaged value for three samples each time is reported.

The durability of the coating was examined by a series of tests verifying thermal, chemical
and abrasion resistance. Initially, the wettability of as-prepared coatings was measured and after
each separate test, it was repeated for comparison (change in contact angle (CA) is reported).
The high-temperature test included two-hours annealing at different temperatures varying from
50 to 500 ◦C and quenching in air. Each time a new sample was heat-treated, as shown in [57,58].
Chemical stability covered static and dynamic tests, being immersion in water and absolute alcohol like
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presented in [38,57,58], and ultrasonic bath in absolute alcohol to simulate a harsher environment as
in [38], respectively. Each continuous soaking of samples (90 h of immersion or 100 min in an ultrasonic
bath) was interrupted only for short periods of drying and taking readings. Finally, manually operated
abrasive wear measurements were conducted similarly to [16,51,62] by sliding sample surface on the
surface of 800-grit sandpaper. The specimen, under exerted gravitational pressure 2.4 kPa (taking
into account the 100 g weight and the surface size being 20 mm × 20 mm), was slid in 150 mm cycles
followed always by 90-degree turn. Each sample was slid 5.55 m in total.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Selection of Functionalizing Reagent (FOTS) Content

The feedstock powder was produced in a single two-step process including SiO2 formation via
Stöber technique and surface functionalization by adding fluorinated groups (FOTS). Six varieties of
silicate powders with different fluoroalkylsilane content (FOTS 0.00, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30 mL) were
produced that way and all were then deposited on aluminium substrates. Subsequently, the effect
of the increasing volume of functionalizing reagent FOTS on the hydrophobicity of the coatings was
investigated (Figure S2). The coating produced with unmodified silica powder is characterized by
the low CA equal 23.0◦, while the utilisation of modified powder provides imparting of hydrophobic
properties resulting the CA increase more than 6.5 times. For the investigated amounts of FOTS,
the obtained CA are from the range of 149◦ and 154◦. Similar saturation of CA was observed by Wu et
al. [51]. In this paper, the excess of the functionalized agent may facilitate filling the cavities for air
entrapping what lead to loosing of the complex internal structure and hence CA decreases slightly.
For that reason, based on contact angle measurements of as-prepared coatings the SiO2 modified with
0.15 mL FOTS coating which gave the highest CA 153.7◦ was chosen for further evaluation.

3.2. Characterization of Feedstock Powders

As innovation is important for development, the presented approach involves indigenous
production of feedstock powder. The initial study of the successfully synthesized SiO2–F spheres
conducted using Scanning Electron Microscopy (Figure 1a) reveals the powder in the form of similar
monodispersed particles. This powder form and the degree of dispersity originates from the application
of base catalyst, ammonia [49,50] while the repeatable architecture of cauliflower-like sheathed SiO2–F
particles-the individual steps of synthesis. The macroscopic analysis ensured that the FOTS-covered
SiO2 spheres (Figure 1a,b) are characterized by the high level of size and shape uniformity in submicron
scale which is typical for sol-gel synthesized products [21,39,46–51]. Furthermore, the size distribution
analysis (Figure 1c) illustrates average SiO2–F spheres diameter of 670 nm with the shape deviation
±50 nm which is rather common for silica formed in the Stöber process [22,47,48,59].

The structure of individual SiO2 spheres, as well as the cauliflower sheaths, were examined
precisely using transmission electron microscopy. TEM pictures (Figure 2) present dense silica cores
with an average diameter of about 500 ± 50 nm covered with low-density cloud-like structures,
equivalent to the cauliflower-like sheaths observed by SEM imaging, increasing the SiO2–F diameter
even about 300 nm. It may appear that these structures are similar to by-products of SiO2 synthesis in
the environment of low ammonia content (catalyst) [61] but, in the presented paper, the proportion
of substrates and catalyst to synthesize SiO2 powder was determined using the efficient idea with
optimal ammonia content [61] which according to engineering practice ensures maximum efficiency of
the process. Therefore, it can be concluded that the cauliflower-like sheaths on the surface on the silica
spheres with the thickness ranging from few to few hundreds of nanometers (Figure 2) were formed
while the second stage of synthesis, functionalization.
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Figure 1. (a) SEM image of sol-gel prepared SiO2–F powder with (b) a detailed view on
FOTS-functionalized cauliflower-like silica spheres and (c) histogram of particle size distribution
based on SEM imaging.

The course of the functionalization is illustrated in the Supplementary Materials (Figure S1).
The scheme starts with the picture of silica core formed during the first stage of the synthesis,
during which the TEOS hydrolysis proceeds to form physically and chemically active silanol
groups (≡Si–OH) and simultaneously some of these silanol groups are utilized in condensation
(polymerization) for creation of oxygen bridge network (≡Si–O–Si≡) that form the intrinsic structure
of silica spheres [49,50]. Since the condensation never fully completes at the end of the synthesis the
silica spheres still incorporate the number of residual silanol groups (≡Si–OH) within the volume
and on its surface [63,64]. It is these active spots which are then successfully employed during the
second stage of synthesis–functionalization [30,50] for joining long fluorocarbon chains acquired from
a functionalizing reagent FOTS. Although it is worth noting that the sheath is composed of the outer
and inner part. The outer sheath is built of cloud-like structures of submicron scale (Figure 2a,b) and
inner sheath-nanolayers shielding the entire surface area of individual particles (Figure 2b,c). It is
clearly visible that often cloud-type FOTS structures connect with nanoshells of FOTS on the surface
of SiO2 (red-framed squares in Figure 2a,b) and hence the clear boundary between both kinds of the
sheath is not easily recognizable. Nevertheless, at this level of magnification one can observe that
nanolayers always cover the whole surface area of silica spheres while cloud-type FOTS structures
occur rather randomly.

The difference in the type of FOTS sheath originates from the chemistry of the functionalization on
the sol-gel route (Figure S1) because the incorporated long fluorocarbon chains, oriented outwardly with
respect to the silica cores, are bonded covalently to the silica particles (replacing –OH groups) [38,51,65]
they form the inner sheath. Subsequently, the sphericity of silica particles and the chained structure
of FOTS form a steric barrier, which means that three-dimensionality of FOTS chains hinder binding
of other fluorocarbon groups by shielding the active sites (–OH groups) on the silica surface [30].
For that reason, full saturation with FOTS chains is never possible and consequently functionalized
SiO2 spheres contain always some amount of sterically blocked –OH groups on the surface. At the same
time, there is still some portion of FOTS not chemically bonded to SiO2–F particles which are subjected
to hydrolysis. Since the availability of the active spot on silica is limited, the autocondensation of FOTS
chains is observed and the outer sheath is formed. Finally, due to chemical structure of FOTS, physical
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interaction between adjacent fluorocarbon chains of the FOTS, either belonging to the outer or inner
sheath, causes their entangling into tridimensional complex structures [40,41] and hence FOTS sheaths
are widespread across the whole investigated sample (Figures 1 and 2).
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Figure 2. (a) TEM images of sol-gel prepared SiO2–F spheres surrounded by cloud-like FOTS structures
(outer sheath) with (b) detailed views on silica sphere edge with no distinction between outer and inner
sheaths and (c) the edge of silica sphere containing FOTS nanolayer (inner sheath).

It is well-known that the sol-gel process provides a high level of final product uniformity, but the
instantaneous local volatility is always noticeable. This is one of the reasons why the sheath thickness
varies within the single particle (Figures 1 and 2). These variations are caused by the FOTS addition.
As shown in the initial research (Figure S2) the increasing volume of functionalizing reagent FOTS
added to the synthesis only to a certain extent increases hydrophobicity [30,52]. Above the certain
optimal volume of FOTS, the contact angle decreases. Nevertheless, the optimum volume 0.15 F is
used in the paper which surely include a small reserve of coupling agent. This slight excess forms
subsequently cauliflower-like sheath covering the silica particles which not only can prevent the local
FOTS shortage but also can be utilized for the advantage of hydrophobicity. Since no heat-treatment or
chemical cleaning is applied, cloud-type FOTS structures are still present in the as-synthesized powder.
For that reason, the received EDX maps (Figure 3) present the homogenous distribution of fluorine
over the entire tested area (Figure 3b) while the silicon and oxygen readings are clearly associated
with the presence of SiO2 spheres (Figure 3c). In such a manner it is confirmed that long fluorocarbon
chains, represented on the maps as fluorine atoms, are constituents of both sheaths’ types—FOTS
chains bonded chemically with SiO2 cores and physically attached cloud-type FOTS structures.Coatings 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 21 
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The single silica particle without adjacent residue cloud was tested to confirm additionally the
grafting of FOTS directly to the surface area of silica spheres. The distribution of elements was
examined using the line scanning profile of a single particle. The measured profile, indicated as a white
line (Figure 4a), shows a single silica sphere containing Si, O, and F (Figure 4b). All elements are
located between 810 and 1530 nm of the measured section which indicates the presence of SiO2–F
sphere with approximate 720 nm diameter. One can notice, that the backgrounds of all tested elements
are raised at the whole measured range which is probably associated with the presence of adjacent
spheres behind the test subject.
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As the morphology of the functionalized silica spheres has been already discussed in detail the
second crucial issue for LPCS feedstock powder needs to be investigated subsequently. Since LPCS
deposition is strongly connected with changing the energy of individual particles and agglomerates the
material in feed should endure the conditions of spraying and, more importantly, the formed coating
should withstand the working conditions at elevated temperatures. Thus, the thermal behaviour of
SiO2–F powder was tested with TG/DSC at temperatures ranging from room temperature to 800 ◦C
(Figure 5). The slow heating rate 5 K·min−1 was chosen according to [64] in order to observe similar
silica behaviour. The TG curve clearly reveals the weight loss proceeding in three stages distinguished
by broad endothermic peak and sharp exothermic one demonstrated at DSC curve. The initial weight
loss about 5% centred with the endothermic peak at 119 ◦C can be ascribed to dehydration which is
simultaneous removal of physisorbed water, ammonia, and alcohol from the surface of SiO2–F spheres.
Then, from about 180 ◦C dihydroxylation due to condensation of the hydroxyl groups (–OH) proceeds
up to 560 ± 10 ◦C. Kim et al., and Ek et al. show [63,64] that at temperatures ranging from 150–550 ◦C
the mass reduction of unmodified silica proceeds rather slowly consumes a similar mass percentage to
dehydration. In contrast, the TG curve measured for SiO2–F powder (Figure 5) results in an almost 13%
mass drop for this temperature range. For that reason, it can be concluded that this significant weight
reduction is associated with not only water removal [63,64] but additionally with a decomposition
of the fluorocarbon chains coming from functionalizing agent [59]. This decomposition takes place
between 450 and 550 ◦C (Figure 5). Additionally, the threshold temperature of 533 ◦C is accompanied
by an exothermic DSC peak. At the end of the heating process, above ~560 ◦C, the isolated hydroxyl
groups are gradually removed which results in negligible mass loss of about 2% wt. This weight
stabilization is also typical for unmodified silica particles [59,63,64].
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3.3. Characterization of Coatings

The feedstock powder described above was sprayed afterwards using a low-pressure cold spray
to prepare superhydrophobic coatings. General view on the topography of the as-sprayed coating
(Figure 6) presents not only the multiple bright regions being the highest peak asperities but also the
number of structural macropores visible as darker zones. In those valleys of roughness, it is possible
to recognize a high concentration of SiO2–F particles yet at magnification 500 times. Additionally,
commonly the smooth plateaus are covered with a number of silica spheres brighter than the captured
aluminium substrate.

It is important to note that the low magnifications of cold-sprayed coating depict practically
identical images as presented for the sand-blasted state (Figure S3) which means that the sand-blasting
created micro-roughness preserved in the final coating. As it is well known the pretreatment of the
substrate may drastically change the hydrophobicity of the final coating [66], in this work irregular
Al2O3 particles with a mean diameter 350 µm were applied to roughen aluminium substrates because
it is believed that substrate surface modification introduced by sandblasting is crucial to facilitate
SiO2–F anchoring.Coatings 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 10 of 21 
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Figure 6. (a,b) SEM images of general view on SiO2–F coating sprayed on an alumina substrate.
Additional SEM images presenting the differences between sandblasted substrate before spraying and
the state after spraying are shown in Figure S3.

A further comparison of the sprayed coating with the surface of the sandblasted substrate (Figure
S3) allows observing the difference in the form of heterogeneity on the sub-micron scale which depicts
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the second level of formed roughness (Figure 7). Two main distinct regions (denoted by letters a and b
in Figure 7) are present interchangeably which is coincident with distribution visible at micro-scale.
A-zone is typically observed within valleys as they are potential hot spots for adhering the first
particles while spraying. It enables the following particles to get attached to already anchored spheres
afterwards. Such densification of already deposited coating interlocks adjacent silica particles which
reduces voids between them [2,23]. On the contrary, there is the second above-stated region, b-zone,
which does not encourage coating built-up. This is recognized by the limited number of SiO2–F
spheres which successfully anchored within the plateaus. As observed on SEM pictures (Figure 7) only
individual particles embedded in the substrate material. Additionally, it is even more apparent that
the sphere-like deformation pattern was formed while spraying (Figure 7 and Figure S3). The multiple
imprints of approximately SiO2–F spheres size (marked with arrows in Figure 7) are very similar to the
indentation marks generated by shot peening [12,67–69] commonly used for altering the mechanical
properties of metals.

In shot peening impact of particles causes compressing the substrate material beneath the dents.
Similarly, while cold spraying the SiO2–F particles rebound from a surface of substrate causing substrate
plastic deformation. The more particles impact the substrate, the more dents are formed. Subsequently,
the substrate became harder which hinders the attachment of new particles. In case of SiO2–F particles
which are rather softer than shoots used for shot peening, different mechanism basing on the particles
rebounds play the main role [69]. As the particle approaches the surface of the substrate it loses part of
the energy for adhering or rebounding. While anchoring the whole kinetic energy of feedstock particles
is converted into heat and deformation of the substrate. While rebound the feedstock particles kinetic
energy is only partly converted and particles can reflect at some angle instead of adhering. As many
particles rebound from the substrate, the shock wave being a barrier for incoming particles is created.
The application of appropriate pressure and temperature of the stream can reduce the effect of the
barrier, but it means that while the rebound particles are pushed at other places. After sand-blasting
(Figure S3) the substrate material in a-zones is highly irregular and rough. While spraying most likely
multi-rebound occurs and finally, particles without kinetic energy are directed by the gas streams
containing feedstock powder to the cavities of roughness. Then tamping by incoming particles lead
to proper embedding of particles and then finally built-up of the hydrophobic coating. As b-zones
are almost flat after pretreatment (Figure S3) they promote particles reflecting and falling at different
places often out of the substrate. Then incoming particles may cause the proper anchoring of particle
or again shifting to a different region.

Since the alternation of roughness is provided for the whole investigated region–either by
embedding SiO2–F particles or creating the net of imprints-it promotes achieving high hydrophobicity.
In accordance with the principle that superhydrophobic surface must possess hierarchical multi-level
roughness, it can be concluded the nonuniform pattern formed by anchoring-rebound of particles alters
the roughness of the substrate forming such required multi-level structure and thus may contribute in
the enhancement of hydrophobicity [70].
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Figure 7. (a) SEM image of detailed view on SiO2–F coating sprayed on alumina substrate with
an insight on (b) a-zone in valleys (red label) and (c) b-zone in plateaus (blue label) with arrow-marked
spherical imprints. Additional SEM images presenting the differences between sandblasted substrate
before spraying and the state after spraying are shown in Figure S3.

The anchoring of SiO2–F particles is facilitated not only by the former surface roughness described
earlier but also by the low-surface-energy chemical composition of the feedstock powder forming
the coating. For that reason, the distribution of the SiO2–F spheres was precisely investigated in
the EDX maps (Figure 8). White zones being at the same time highest peak asperities are lacking
any signal due to inappropriate face orientation with respect to the detector. Most probably it also
translates into the adverse orientation of observed zones in respect to the spraying gun. Besides these
regions, the presence of silicon (Figure 8e) and oxygen (Figure 8f) creating SiO2 spheres is revealed
on the whole measured area. Full of silica spheres a-zones and b-zones with single SiO2–F particles
are clearly visible. The accumulation of silica particles in macropores causing the completion of
valleys (Figure 7) results in the higher distribution density of silica spheres in a-zones. Likewise,
the attachment-rebound pattern within plateaus roughening the substrate (Figure 7) makes maps of
b-zones richer in aluminium (Figure 8b) than silicon (Figure 8e) and oxygen (Figure 8f). Although a-
and b-zones are clearly distinguishable due to Si, O, Al contents the fluorine (Figure 8c) is detected
throughout the elemental maps with no distinction between zones maintaining the same tightly-packed
pattern all over. A similar phenomenon was observed on the maps of prepared feedstock powder
(Figure 3) where the distribution of fluorine was ascribed to the presence of FOTS sheaths. After the
analysis of coating EDX maps, it may be concluded that those fluorocarbon clouds are still present after
spraying. At this point, it is necessary to briefly recall that the temperature of spraying gas was 600 ◦C
and decomposition of fluorocarbon chains proceeds at ~550 ◦C (Figure 5) which means that the whole
SiO2–F powder withstands the temporary temperature growth when being accelerated in the spraying
gun. But at the same time, it is proven that the high kinetic energy does have an impact on the SiO2–F
particles by facilitating the FOTS sheath division when approaching the substrate. The outer sheath
only physically attached to functionalized silica spheres is left on the substrate and the inner sheath
rebound or anchor together with the silica core [34,35]. Thus, the resultant pattern of imprints contains
fluorine in the amount comparable to a-zones. Most probably at the beginning of the valley completion,
this phenomenon of separation of the outer sheath is also present. Nonetheless, the tamping of the
number of SiO2–F particles makes no distinction between fluorocarbon chains originating from the
detached FOTS clouds and FOTS shells chemically bonded with the silica cores. Finally, it can be
assumed that due to the size of the cauliflower-like sheath being significantly smaller than SiO2–F
itself the next level of structure complexity (nano-roughness) is provided into the system.
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Figure 8. (a) SEM image of SiO2–F coating with EDX distribution of elements for (b) Al Kα signal, (c) F
Kα signal, (d) C Kα signal, (e) Si Kα signal and (f) O Kα signal, accelerating voltage 10 kV.

3.4. Characterization of Superhydrophobicity Durability of Coatings

Next step of characteristics of coatings comprised the wettability measurements by means of
water contact angle (CA) measurements (Figure 9). The droplets were put within distinct random
places of the whole surface of the coating to determine the static behaviour of water. As-prepared
SiO2–F coatings were tested initially. The observed droplets were of nearly-spherical shape which
indicates good hydrophobic properties. Additionally, CA always exceeded minimum 150◦ which
finally lead to CA value being 153.1◦ ± 2.1◦. The low standard deviation of CA measurement indicates
the uniformity of hydrophobic character with no distinction between zones own mainly to the uniform
distribution of fluorinated silica spheres and cloud-like FOTS structures present on the surfaces as
confirmed by the EDX analyses (Figure 8). High water contact value is attributed to the multi-level
roughness pattern obtained on the whole substrate surface of SiO2–F coating. However, each level of
roughness contributes to the enhancement of specific wetting behaviour [71–73].

The microscale roughness is introduced by sandblasting and it is shown that after coating
deposition it is still maintained. Wetting the microscale roughness level provokes to form composite
interference necessary for Cassie-Baxter wetting [74,75], which means that the water does not penetrate
the asperities of the surface. The submicron level of roughness is formed by the anchoring-rebound
behaviour of modified silica particles. Additionally, nanoscale asperities are present due to the intrinsic
structure of sheath covering silica spheres or detached outer sheath anchored in the substrate. Nanoscale
roughness entraps some portion of air in nanopockets which prevents condensation of nanodroplets
which additionally promotes maintaining composite interference [71–74]. The combination of all levels
of roughness facilitates the final superhydrophobicity of the investigated coating.

Since the superhydrophobic properties of the coatings result from two contributing factors, surface
energy and surface topography, it can be concluded that the coating may lose hydrophobic character
due to the change of roughness or alteration of the chemical composition of the surface. For that reason,
the number of unfavourable conditions was applied to evaluate the durability of SiO2–F coating,
being mechanical wear (Figure 9a), thermal treatment (Figure 9b), soaking in water and absolute
alcohol (Figure 9c), and ultrasonic bath in absolute alcohol (Figure 9d).
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Figure 9. Wettability of SiO2–F coating sprayed on alumina substrate as a measure of contact angle
after durability test being: (a) abrasive wear test on 800-grid sandpaper, (b) heat treatment in 2-h
annealing cycles, (c) immersion in water and absolute alcohol and (d) ultrasonic bath treatment in
absolute alcohol. The dashed line represents the superhydrophobic limit for CA being 150◦.

Loss of roughness was provoked by mechanical wear test (Figure 9a). The abrasion test was
conducted by sliding the specimen over the abrasive paper grit 800. Taking into account the standard
deviation the first 0.15 m slid had insignificant influence on the hydrophobicity of the coating resulting
in degrease of CA from 153.1◦ to 151.6◦. The next 0.15 m lead to lowering CA slightly below the
superhydrophobic level to 149.4◦. Then the CA drops about 2◦ per every 0.6 m. The potential causes of
hydrophobicity loss were investigated using SEM. Analysis of the SEM pictures (Figure 10 and Figure
S4) shows that the sliding on the sandpaper modified the roughness of the substrate and coating. In the
areas of removed material, distinct scratches onto the substrate surface in two directions are clearly
visible. As mainly the peaks of the profile were subjected to the abrasion process, maximum peak height
is decreased at first. Successively, the plateau regions are also covered with multiple abrasion marks
which means that the imprints pattern was gradually erased which led subsequently to a progressive
loss of multi-level roughness. Not only was the substrate material removed but sequentially also
anchored SiO2–F particles and cloud-type FOTS residues. Thus, both losses of hydrophobic agent
and hierarchical roughness within the plateaus lead eventually to increasing of surface energy and
lowering the CA in turn. Simultaneously, any change in the sub-micron structure of valleys was
observed at the high-magnification level (Figure S4, magnification 4000). Thus, even the sample slid
5.55 m over the sandpaper still preserves the hydrophobic character within a-zones. Most probably
the external layer of valley fulfilment was also altered during abrasion, but it does not influence the
particles accumulated just beneath them.

Moreover, the above-described nonuniformity of the surface structure, being worn plateaus and
preserved valleys, significantly increases the standard deviations of measured CA values with increasing
sliding distance. Since the a-zones still maintain high hydrophobic potential and neighbouring b-zones
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are deprived of hydrophilizing agent and multi-level roughness, the place of drop putting becomes
decisive for the obtained CA value. Still, some post-treatment methods such as painting [62]
or application of epoxy resin [59] can be applied to reduce wear of samples but it may hamper
the hydrophobic character. The more detailed mechanical robustness tests including stretching,
compression, abrasion, knife-scratch test etc. and adhesion strength tests can be also performed to
evaluate the potential mechanical applications.
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Figure 10. (a,b) SEM images of general view on SiO2–F coating sprayed on an alumina substrate
after abrasive wear test on 5.55 m with red arrows indicating the direction of sliding over sandpaper.
Additional SEM images presenting the differences between the as-prepared state and the state after the
abrasion test are shown in Figure S4.

The influence of alternation of multi-scale roughness and chemical composition was tested
evaluating the thermal stability of SiO2–F coating at elevated temperatures (Figure 9b). The temperature
effect on the superhydrophobicity of the coatings was investigated by means of 2 h-annealing at
different temperatures varying from 100 to 500 ◦C and then quenching in air. The CA change was
found to be negligible within the standard deviation range up to 300 ◦C which indicates that the SiO2–F
coating maintains its superhydrophobicity up to this temperature (CA: 153.2◦ for 100 ◦C, 154.0◦ for
200 ◦C and 148.9◦ for 300 ◦C). From the analysis of the next measurement point it is clear that at
350 ◦C, the superhydrophobicity was significantly reduced (CA ~ 127◦). At 400 ◦C, the decreasing
trend is continued, and the surface changed to a hydrophilic state (CA ~ 44◦). Finally, in 500 ◦C,
the surface turned out to be superhydrophilic. Taking into account thermogravimetric measurement
of SiO2–F powder (Figure 5) the hydrophobic-hydrophilic change in the nature of a surface should
be associated with the decomposition of the functionalizing precursor modifying the surface of SiO2

spheres starting at about 450 ◦C at a heating rate 5 K·min−1 simulated in DSC/TG measurement.
From the analysis of SEM micrographs (Figure 11 and Figure S5) it is clearly visible that after the
annealing at 500 ◦C morphology of the surface of the SiO2–F coating is surprisingly very similar
to as-sprayed state at the macroscopic view. The detailed view shows that the zonal character is
preserved after the annealing but the SiO2–F particles within valleys and imprints pattern become more
distinct. It is a result of decomposition of fluorocarbon structures coming from FOTS which after 2-h
annealing in temperature 500 ◦C are completely lost. A similar findings regarding fluorinated electro
sprayed coatings are presented by Kim et al. [57,58] but due to addition of different functionalizing
agent (trichloro(1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl)silane) during post-treatment it was possible to impart
high hydrophobic potential maintained even to 400 ◦C which is interesting future perspective for
this research.
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Figure 11. (a) SEM image of detailed view on SiO2–F coatings sprayed on an alumina substrate after
annealing at 500 ◦C in a single 2 h cycle with insight on (b) a-zone in valleys (red label) and (c) b-zone in
plateaus (blue label) with distinct arrow-marked spherical imprints. Additional SEM images presenting
the differences between the as-prepared state and the state after the thermal treatment are presented in
Figure S5.

The changes in chemical composition were evaluated by soaking in popular liquids and placing
in alcohol ultrasonic bath. Since chemical stability is a key variable in the selection of materials for
application in a particular environment, every attempt to determine it becomes very important. For this
reason, the resistance of the coating to water and alcohol environment was investigated. The changes
of contact angles on the route of soaking in water and absolute alcohol (Figure 9c) present different
tendencies of CA. The absolute alcohol environment facilitates the maintaining or even enhancement of
high hydrophobicity. The immersion in absolute alcohol for 90 h in total preserved the CA on the initial
level (Figure 9c). It is interesting to note that between 18 and 66 h of the test there is a slight increase in
hydrophobicity visible from CA equal 153.1◦ to 153.7◦. The explanation for this unexpected behaviour
requires a re-examination of the surface of the SiO2–F spheres. The increase in the hydrophobicity of
silica powder after soaking in alcohol has been recently explained by Björklund et al. [76] and bases
on the fact that alcohol treatment at room temperature introduces alkoxy groups (–O–C2H5 in the
case of soaking in ethanol) that are being covalently bounded with the silica surface. The occurrence
of these functional groups is associated with the chemical reaction of an alcohol with –OH groups
on the silica surface. As it was underlined above, in the chapter dedicated to feedstock powder
characterization, after the modification of SiO2 spheres with fluorocarbon FOTS groups, their surface
due to steric barriers still contains some blocked –OH groups. Thus, it can be suggested that these
residual –OH groups, when soaked in alcohol, undergo a reaction that converts them into more
hydrophobic –O–C2H5 groups. Finally, since there is an only small number of hydroxyl groups on
the surface of SiO2–F to be replaced by –O–C2H5 groups apparent growth of CA is also insignificant.
Nevertheless, this small amount can be still successfully utilized during alcohol treatment in higher
molecular weight alcohol as shown in [76] to obtain even higher enhancement of hydrophobicity.
Moreover, the hydrophobicity enhancement is not observed in the case of modified corundum mixed
with silica [38].

Taking into account that the number of alkoxy and hydroxy group is not constant, the water
environment is applied as the next step of hydrophobicity durability testing. Immersion in water leads
to a slight but noticeable CA reduction (Figure 9c), and hence a different to alcohol model of behaviour
is observed [60]. However, within the first 18 hours of the bath, contact angle still remains above the
superhydrophobic limit (CA 151.8◦), the water environment leads to loss of hydrophobicity rather
quickly which is proved by CA change of about 5◦ every 24 h. It is worth noting that the curve has
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a similar course to the modified vacuum Al2O3&SiO2 immersed in alcohol [38]. The interpretation of
this phenomena involves, similarly to presented above alcohol influence explanation, the analysis of
the surface of SiO2–F spheres. After the modification of the spheres with FOTS, chemically attached
long fluorocarbon chains are grafted to the surface of SiO2. Along with them a certain amount of
ethoxy groups (–OC2H5 for ethanol) is also present as a consequence of the chemical structure of
triethoxy(1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluoro-1-octyl)silane (in FOTS the central atom Si is bonded with 3 ethoxy
groups and single fluorocarbon chain). For that reason, the number of ethoxy groups occurs both on
the silica surface and in the FOTS structures described above. Referring to the explanation given by Ek
et al. [64], soaking in water should cause the effect opposite to that in alcohol. Ethoxy groups treated
with water are replaced with hydrophilic –OH groups, which causes a decrease in hydrophobicity. But,
nevertheless, it should be pointed out that even after 90 h of soaking, the coating is still hydrophobic
(136◦). This is strictly connected with the limited number of –OC2H5 groups that could be exchanged
for hydroxyl groups. Additionally, the presence of large number alkoxy group on the surface of silica
particles, for example after alcohol treatment, may hamper the water sorption capability [76], which at
the same time seems to be an interesting alternative for post-treatment of the coating described in
this paper.

For the last testing, the coating by immersion in an ultrasonic bath in absolute alcohol is
investigated (Figure 9d) that indicates that exposure to an ultrasonic bath causes a fairly rapid reduction
of hydrophobicity. Unfortunately, just 20 min was enough to reduce CA below 150◦. Then the CA was
gradually decreased about 2◦–3◦ every 20 min. Evidently, very high forces induced by high-frequency
waves generated during a sonic bath gradually impair the adhesion of the outer, least-connected
SiO2–F particles.

4. Conclusions

In this study, a new approach presenting the cold spray deposition of superhydrophobic coatings
is demonstrated, which offer undeniably great potential for further development and is suitable for
a variety of application in new areas. The analysis of all collected data leads to the conclusion that
several factors contributed to this success.

One of the most important elements is the control over the feedstock powder from the molecular
level to finally deposited coating. This especially allowed to design and produce superhydrophobic
coating far beyond the conventional range of applications of the cold spray method. In the paper,
great emphasis is put on the optimization of the feedstock powder to obtain maximal functionality
with the minimal amount of functionalizing agent. For that reason, the final coating is sprayed with
silica particles modified with a slight excess of the hydrophobic agent. The excess is proved to be
necessary for the formation of two-layer structures which differ in the bonding type with regards to
SiO2 particles. These three-dimensional sheaths on SiO2 particles resembling cauliflowers are either in
the form of very thin layers, chemically bonded to submicron SiO2 spheres (inner layers) or in the form
of only physically attached loose structures (outer layers). Additionally, due to the control over the
whole process, the cauliflower-like sheaths are preserved by abandoning post-treatment (cleaning,
heat treatment).

The use of such self-prepared SiO2 powder covered with hydrophobic cauliflower-like sheaths
not only allowed to obtain a coating characterized by the desired low surface energy but also enabled
a multilevel roughness pattern necessary to increase and maintain the hydrophobic properties. It is the
form of silica particles which produce the uniformity of hydrophobic behaviour for the whole tested
coating—the FOTS chains block water penetration by entrapping the air and hence the composite
interference formed by the nanolevel roughness is maintained. It is explained in the paper, that whenever
the silica particle is anchored to the substrate it is covered with the inner sheaths (chemically bonded
to submicron SiO2 sphere) and the silica-free regions are full of outer hydrophobic sheaths detached
during the impact from SiO2–F spheres which result in the formation of uniform functionating agent
layer on the substrate. Additionally, before coating deposition, the sandblasting of the substrate
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material surface facilitates the formation of microscale roughness. In that manner, the particles
approaching substrate reach two different surface regions–valleys and plateaus. Anchoring of particles
leads to the completion of cavities with silica particles covered with fluorine sheaths and production
of the net of dents filled with detached outer sheaths, respectively. It is important to emphasize that
the anchoring process is connected with loosing of kinetic energy on anchoring-and-rebounding and
then being tamped by incoming particles. Even though the number of SiO2–F particles in valleys and
plateaus is considerably different the FOTS structures are distributed evenly which in the end produces
the uniformity of hydrophobic behaviour for the whole deposited coating.

The wide range of performed durability tests investigated the trends to lose or gain this
hydrophobicity and allowed to determine the course for future research. Always, the number
of active hydroxyl groups remained after synthesis is very important: by replacing this hydroxy groups
with alkoxy groups by chemical treatment with alcohol it is possible to enhance hydrophobicity and by
replacing alkoxy groups with hydroxy groups while contact with water it is possible to slightly lower
the hydrophobic potential of the coating. The worsening of hydrophobicity may be also introduced by
the ultrasonic bath which causes detachment of physically bonded FOTS structure from the substrate.
A total change to hydrophilic character may be introduced by annealing in temperature over 500 ◦C,
but at the same time introduction of powder to the gas stream heated up to 600 ◦C while spraying
does not cause the decomposition of FOTS. During wear test, it is shown that the valleys regions
maintain high hydrophobicity and the drop of CA angles during prolonged friction is only ascribed to
the surface modification of plateaus.

Hence, the type of feedstock material used in this work for spraying the coating, as well as its
small thickness distinguishes the produced coating from the ordinary ones manufactured with cold
spray. The presented solution is the next step of CS development. Finally, considering the provided
functionality, the small thickness of the produced coatings is only an advantage. For all these reasons,
the suggested solution is a simple and fast way to prepare functionalized coatings, maintaining the
future industrial applicability and truly fundamental research character.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2079-6412/9/12/829/s1,
Figure S1: Scheme of functionalization process, Figure S2: Wettability of coating SiO2–Fx as a measure of contact
angle (where x denotes the added amount of FOTS), Figure S3: SEM images of substrate material (a–1,a–2) after
sand-blasting and (b–1,b–2) after cold-spraying with SiO2–F powder on the previously sandblasted substrate,
Figure S4: SEM images of coatings (a) in the as-prepared form and (b) after abrasive wear test on the distance 5.55 m,
Figure S5: SEM images of 2 h-annealed coating at different temperatures: (a) as-prepared with no heat-treatment
and heat-treated at (b) 350 ◦C, (c) 400 ◦C, (d) 500 ◦C.
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